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Keratin 17 (K17), a member of type I acidic epithelial keratin family, has been reported

to be upregulated in many malignant tumors and to be involved in promoting the

development of tumors. However, the precise role of K17 in progression of pancreatic

cancer is still unknown. In this study, we found that K17 expression was highly

expressed in pancreatic cancer tissues and cell lines and that upregulated expression

was associated with the pathological grade and poor prognosis. K17 expression

served as an independent predictor of pancreatic cancer survival. Meanwhile, we

showed that knocking down K17 induced pancreatic cancer cell proliferation, colony

formation and tumor growth in xenografts in mice. However, K17 upregulation inhibited

pancreatic cancer cell proliferation and colony formation. Further mechanistic study

revealed that K17 knockdown promoted cell cycle progression by upregulating CyclinD1

expression and repressed cell apoptosis. However, K17 upregulation suppressed cell

cycle progression by decreasing CyclinD1 expression, and induced apoptosis by

increasing the levels of cleaved Caspase3. In addition, K17 knockdown promoted

pancreatic cancer cell migration and invasion, but K17 upregulation suppressed cell

migration and invasion. Moreover, knocking down K17 promoted epithelial-mesenchymal

transition (EMT) in pancreatic cancer cell by inhibiting E-cadherin expression and inducing

Vimentin expression, and the effects of K17 upregulation were opposite to that of

K17downregulation. Taken together, our findings suggest that K17 functions as a

potential tumor suppressor, even though it is upregulated in pancreatic cancer.

Keywords: K17, epithelial-mesenchymal transition, pancreatic cancer, keratins, carcinogenesis

INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic cancer is a highly lethal malignancy with a median survival of <6 months, and it is the
fourth leading cause of cancer-related death in Western societies (1–3). Although diagnosis and
treatments for most cancers have witnessed immense progress over recent decades, only 9.7% of
pancreatic cancer patients are diagnosed at an early stage, and the 5-year survival rate of patients
with pancreatic cancer is only 8% (3). Therefore, it is of great importance to clarify the molecular
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pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer to develop novel strategies for
the diagnosis and treatment of this malignancy.

Keratins, a family of intermediate filament proteins, are
essential for maintaining the structural stability and integrity of
keratinocytes and protecting epithelial cells from damage (4).
Currently, 54 functional keratins have been identified and are
classified as type I or type II based on their pH (5). Keratin
17 (K17), a type I Keratin, is mainly expressed in stem cells
of the skin appendages, embryonic ectodermand endocervical
mucus or reserve cells in the epithelium (6). Under physiological
and pathological conditions, K17 expression can be rapidly
induced. For instance, the expression levels of K17 are increased
during the early stage of human skin injury, and its high
expression is of great benefit to wound healing (7). Recent
evidence suggests that K17 is upregulated in various types of
tumors, including oral cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, basal
cell carcinoma and cervical cancer, and when overexpressed, K17
acts as an oncogene (8–11). In addition, previous studies have
demonstrated that K17 mRNA is highly expressed in pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) (12, 13). Roa-Peña et al. (14)
demonstrated that increased K17 expression is associated with
shorter survival of patients with PDAC. However, the role of K17
in pancreatic cancer has not yet been reported.

Here, we investigated the precise role of K17 in pancreatic
cancer progression. We found that K17 was upregulated in
pancreatic cancer tissues compared to adjacent nontumor tissues,
and high expression of K17 was associated with relatively poor
survival in pancreatic cancer. Interestingly, we revealed that K17
repressed pancreatic cancer cell proliferation by inducing cell
cycle arrest and apoptosis, and inhibited pancreatic cancer cell
migration and invasion by suppressing epithelial-mesenchymal
transition (EMT). This is the first report of K17 as a tumor
suppressor gene, although the precise mechanism of its action
requires further study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Tissue Samples
Tumor tissues were collected from 94 pancreatic cancer patients
who underwent curative surgery from September 2004 to
December 2008 at the Second Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing
Medical University. This study was approved by the Research
Ethics Committee of the Second AffiliatedHospital of Chongqing
Medical University (China). In addition, informed consent was
obtained from all patients prior to surgery. All patients who
had previously received chemotherapy or radiotherapy were
excluded. Clinical and pathological information was collected
and is listed in Table 1. The overall survival of patients data
was acquired at 2-month intervals through telephone calls. The
follow-up data stopped being collected in December 2011.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
IHC analysis was performed to detect the expression of
K17 and Ki67 protein in tissues as previously reported (15).
Paraffin-embedded tissues were cut into 4-µm-thick sections.
The sections were then baked at 70◦C for 2 h, dewaxed in
xylene, hydrated in graded alcohol, and placed in 3% hydrogen

TABLE 1 | Correlations between clinicopathological characteristics and K17

expression in pancreatic cancer patients.

Variable All cases K17 P-value

Low

expression

High

expression

Age 1.000

≤60 47 35 12

>60 47 35 12

Gender 0.809

Male 57 42 15

Female 37 28 9

Tumor size (cm) 0.562

≤4 58 42 16

>4 36 28 8

Pathological grade 0.005**

I + II 71 58 13

III + IV 23 12 11

TNM stage 0.337

I–IIA 51 40 11

IIB–IV 43 30 13

Tumor stage 0.606

T1 + T2 74 56 18

T3 + T4 20 14 6

Lymph node metastasis 0.465

Negative 53 41 12

Positive 41 29 12

Distant metastasis 0.422

M0 92 69 23

M1 2 1 1

**Statistically significant (P < 0.01).

peroxide for 20min to block endogenous peroxidase activity.
Next, tissue slides were subjected to microwave treatment for
antigen retrieval and then were incubated with 10% normal goat
serum for 20min. Subsequently, tissue slides were incubated
with a rabbit monoclonal K17 antibody (ab109725, Abcam,
Cambridge, MA, UK) or a rabbit polyclonal Ki67 antibody
(27309-1-AP, ProteinTech Group, Inc., Wuhan, China) overnight
at 4◦C. Tissue slides were then incubated with a biotin-
conjugated secondary antibody (SA00004-2, ProteinTech Group,
Inc., Wuhan, China) for 1 hat room temperature. Finally,
tissue slides were stained with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB)
(K5007, Dako Corporation, Glostrup, Denmark). IHC scores
were computed as described previously (16). Staining intensity
was graded as follows: negative= 0, weak-positive= 1,moderate-
positive = 2 or strong-positive = 3. The positive rate score was
graded as follows: zero represented positive areas of 0–5%, one
represented positive areas of 6–25%, two represented positive
areas of 26–50%, three represented positive areas of 51–75% or
four represented positive areas of 76–100%. The final score was
calculated by multiplying the staining intensity and the positive
rate scores.
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Cell Culture
The normal pancreatic ductal epithelial cell line HPDE6-C7 and
the human pancreatic cancer cell lines CFPAC-1, MIA PaCa-
2, PANC-1 and SW990 were obtained from the Cell Bank of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). HPDE6-
C7, MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-1 cell lines were cultured in
DMEM (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA). CFPAC-
1 cells were cultured in IMDM (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA)
supplemented with 10% FBS. SW1990 cells were maintained in
IMDM (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) containing 10% FBS.

Lentivirus Construction and Infection
A K17 shRNA (5′-CCGGCACCTGACTCAGTACAAGAA
ACTCGAGTTTCTTGTACTGAG
TCAGGTGTTTTTTG-3′) and a negative control (5′-
CCGGTTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGTTT
CAAGAGAACGTGACACGTTCGGAGAATTTTTG-3′) were
designed and synthesized by GenePhama (Shanghai, China).
Each shRNA was then subcloned into a pLV-U6-shRNA-CMV-
EGFP-2A-Puro lentivirus vector and packaged using 293T cells
by Sesh-biotech (Shanghai, China). Finally, these lentiviruses
were concentrated by ultracentrifugation at 82,700 × g for 2 h,
and the virus with the K17 shRNA was referred to as LV-K17
RNAi. The full-length cDNA of human K17 (NM_000422.2,
1299 bp) was synthesized and subcloned into a pLV-CMV-
gene-PGK-EGFP-T2A-Puro lentivirus overexpression vector
by Sesh-biotech (Shanghai, China). Then, the lentivirus
overexpression vector was packaged using 293T cells by Sesh-
biotech (Shanghai, China). Subsequently, these lentiviruses were
concentrated by ultracentrifugation at 82,700× g for 2 h, and the
final product was referred to as LV-K17 ov.

To establish stable K17 konckdown cell lines, SW1990 and
CFPAC-1 cells were cultured in 6-well plates. When SW1990 and
CFPAC-1 cells were 40% confluent, they were infected with LV-
K17 RNAi at an MOI (multiplicity of infection) of 20 in the
presence of 8µg/ml polybrene, and then they were selected by
treatment with puromycin (2µg/ml and 5µg/ml) for 3 weeks.
To establish stable K17 overexpressing cell lines, HPDE6-C7 and
PANC-1 cells were cultured in 6-well plates. When PANC-1
cells were 40% confluent, they were infected with LV-K17 ov at
an MOI of 30 in the presence of 8µg/ml polybrene, and then
they were selected by treatment with puromycin (2µg/ml and
3µg/ml) for 3 weeks.

Western Blot Analysis
Cells were washed with PBS and lysed by RIPA lysis
buffer (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) with 1mM phenylmethyl
sulfonylfluoride (PMSF) (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Protein
concentrations were then quantified using a BCA protein assay
kit (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Subsequently, the proteins
were denatured at 100◦C for 10min, loaded and separated
on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and blotted onto PVDF membranes.
Tris-buffered saline that contained 5% nonfat powdered milk
was used to block non-specific binding for 1 h at room
temperature. The membranes were incubated at 4◦C overnight
with the following antibodies: rabbit monoclonal K17 (ab109725,

Abcam, Cambridge,MA,UK), rabbit polyclonal cleaved Caspase3
(ab2302, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, UK), rabbit polyclonal
CyclinD1 (26939-1-AP, ProteinTech Group, Inc., Wuhan, China)
and rabbit polyclonal GAPDH (10494-1-AP, ProteinTech Group,
Inc., Wuhan, China). After washing, the membranes were
incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies for 2 h
at room temperature. Finally, ECL reagents (Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL, USA) were used to detect the protein signals.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Total RNA was extracted from cells using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. UV absorbance spectroscopy was used to
determine the RNA purity and quantity. The RNA was
then reverse-transcribed to generate cDNA using M-MLV
Reverse Transcriptase (TaKaRa, Dalian, China). A SYBR
Premix Ex Taq kit (TaKaRa, China) was used to analyze the
gene expression levels. Primers for K17 were 5′-CGTGA
CCAGTATGAGAAG-3′ (forward) and 5′-TTCAGTT
CCTCTGTCTTG-3′ (reverse). Primers for E-cadherin were 5′-
CGGACGATGATGTGAACACC-3′ (forward) and 5′-TTGCTG
TTGTGCTTAACCCC-3′ (reverse). Primers for Vimentin
were 5′-GAGTCCACTGAGTACCGGAG-3′ (forward) and
5′-ACGAGCCATTTCCTCCTTCA-3′ (reverse). Primers
for GAPDH were 5′-TGACTTCAACAGCGACACCCA-3′

(forward) and 5′-CACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCAAA-3′ (reverse).
GAPDH was used as an internal control. The relative expression
of genes was calculated using the 2−11Ct method (17).

Cell Proliferation Assay
A Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) (Beyotime, Shanghai, China)
assay was used to assess cell proliferation. SW1990, CFPAC-
1, HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells were seeded in 96-well plates
(2,000 cells/well) and then were incubated for 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
d. Following incubation, 10 µl of CCK-8 solution was added to
each well. After incubation for 3.5 h, the number of viable cells
was measured by a microplate reader at 450 nm.

Colony Formation Assay
To analyze cell growth, colony formation assays were performed.
SW1990, CFPAC-1, HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells were seeded in
6-well plates at a density of 500 cells/well and thenwere incubated
for 14 d. Subsequently, 0.05%crystal violet was used to stainfor
20min. Cell colonies were counted using a light microscopy.

Cell Cycle Assay
The cell cycle distribution was measured by propidium iodide
(PI) staining. The cells were harvested and washed with cold
PBS. Next, the cells were fixed by incubation with 70% ice cold
ethanol at 4◦C overnight. After washing in cold PBS, the cells
were resuspended in 100µg/ml RNase and then were stained
with 50 µg/ ml PI (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for
30min at 4◦Cin the dark. Finally, the cells were analyzed using
a flow cytometry (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Apoptosis Assay
For apoptosis assays, SW1990, CFPAC-1, HPDE6-C7 and PANC-
1 cells were harvested, centrifuged at 400 × g for 5min, and
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washed with cold PBS. Subsequently, the cells were stained with
an Annexin V/PI detection kit (BD Bioscience, San Diego, CA,
USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, the stained
cells were analyzed using flow cytometry (Becton Dickinson,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Wound Healing Assay
For cell migration assays, SW1990, CFPAC-1, HPDE6-C7 and
PANC-1 cells were seeded in 12-well plates at a density of 2 ×

105 cells/well and then were incubated for 24 h. When the cells
reached 90% confluence, sterile pipette tips were used to scratch
a wound on the surface of the confluent cell monolayer. The
speed of wound closure was monitored after 48 h by measuring
the distance of the wound from 0 h.

Cell Invasion Assay
For cell invasion assay, Matrigel-coated Transwell cell culture
chambers (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA, USA) with membrane
pore size of 8.0µm (Corning, Tewksbury, MA, USA) were used.
A total of 5 × 104 cells in 100 µl of serum-free medium were
added to each insert, and 500 µl of medium with 10% FBS was
added to the lower chambers. After 48 h of incubation, cells on
the upper side of the filter were removed, and those that invaded
through the filter into the lower side of the membrane were fixed
and stained with crystal violet. The number of cells that invaded
was calculated under a microscope.

Immunofluorescence
SW1990, CFPAC-1, HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells were isolated
and plated on round coverslips. After 24 h of incubation, cells
were washed with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
for 15min. After washing, cells were permeabilized with 0.2%
Triton X-100 for 10min. Subsequently, cells were blocked with
5% normal goat serum for 30min. Next, a rabbit polyclonal
E-cadherin antibody (20874-1-AP, ProteinTech Group, Inc.,
Wuhan, China) and a rabbit polyclonal Vimentin antibody
(10366-1-AP, ProteinTech Group, Inc., Wuhan, China) were
added to slides, and they were incubated overnight at 4◦C. Slides
were washed with PBS, which were followed by incubation with
Alexa Fluor R© 555-conjugated secondary antibodies for 30min at
37◦C. Finally, cell nuclei were stained using DAPI. Images were
obtained using a microscope with a digital camera (Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan).

In vivo Xenograft Tumor Models
To assess the function of K17 in vivo, stable K17-silenced SW1990
cells (LV-K17 RNAi, 1 × 106 cells in 100 µl of sterilized PBS)
and stable scramble control SW1990 cells (LV-NC, 1 × 106 cells
in 100 µl of sterilized PBS) were injected into the left and right
dorsal flanks of 4–weeks-old BALB/c male nude mice (Animal
Center of the Chinese Academy of Science, Shanghai, China),
respectively. Tumor sizes (length and width) were measured
every week using calipers. Tumor volume was calculated as
follows: tumor volume = (length × width2)/2. After 5 weeks,
the mice were executed humanely, and the tumors were resected
and photographed. This study was approved by the Research

Ethics Committee of the Second AffiliatedHospital of Chongqing
Medical University (China).

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were conducted using SPSS 20.0 statistical software
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). All data were expressed
as the mean ± SD. Student’s t-tests or one-way ANOVA
were used to evaluate the differences. Paired Student’s t-tests
were applied to compare K17 expression in pancreatic cancer
and paired adjacent non-cancerous tissues. The association of
K17 expression with clinicopathologic features was analyzed
by Pearson χ2 tests. Survival analysis was assessed by
Kaplan Meier plots and log-rank tests. Independent prognostic
factors were recognized through univariate and multivariate
Cox proportional hazard regression models. Differences were
considered statistically significant at P < 0.05.

RESULTS

K17 mRNA Expression Was Upregulated in
Pancreatic Cancer
To determine the expression of K17 mRNA in pancreatic
cancer, we analyzed a GEO cDNA microarray database (series
GSE62452) (Figure 1A) (18). As shown in Figure 1A, K17mRNA
expression was markedly higher in pancreatic cancer samples
than it was in adjacent normal tissues (P < 0.001). In addition,
the results from the GEPIA database showed that the expression
of K17mRNA was upregulated in pancreatic cancer samples
compared that of normal tissues (P < 0.05, Figure 1B), and a
high K17 mRNA level was significantly correlated with worse
overall survival (P = 0.036, Figure 1C) (19). Moreover, Kaplan-
Meier plots summarizing the results from the Human Protein
Atlas (www.proteinatlas.org/) showed that patients with high
K17 mRNA levels hah shorter overall survival (P = 0.0079,
Figure 1D) (20).

Overexpression of K17 Protein Correlated
With Poor Prognosis of Pancreatic Cancer
To analyze the correlation between K17 protein expression levels
and clinicpathological parameters, IHC assays were performed.
Our results showed that K17 protein levels were increased in
pancreatic cancer tissues compared with that of their matched
adjacent normal pancreatic tissues (Figures 2A,B). In addition,
we showed that K17 upregulation was significantly correlated
with thepathological grade (P= 0.005) (Table 1). However, there
was no significant correlation between K17 protein expression
and age, gender, tumor size, TNM stage, tumor stage, lymph node
metastasis or distant metastasis(P > 0.005) (Table 1). Moreover,
univariate analysis indicated that the pathological grade and
upregulated K17 expressionwere associated with overall survival
(P = 0.002 and P = 0.000, respectively) (Table 2). Multivariate
analysis showed that the pathological grade, lymph node
metastasis and upregulated K17 expression were independent
prognostic factors for overall survival (P = 0.002, P = 0.002 and
P= 0.000, respectively) (Table 2). Kaplan–Meier analysis showed
that pancreatic cancer patients with highK17 protein levels had
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FIGURE 1 | The expression of K17 mRNA and its correlation with overall survival in pancreatic cancer. (A) K17 mRNA expression in human pancreatic cancer tissues

and matched adjacent normal tissues (n = 45 pairs) from a GEO cDNA microarray database (series GSE62452) was analyzed. (B) K17 mRNA expression in human

pancreatic cancer tissues (T) and adjacent normal tissues (N) was analyzed by gene expression profiling interactive analysis (GEPIA) (C,D) The relationship between

K17 mRNA expression and overall survival of pancreatic cancer patients was analyzed using the GEPIA database (C) and the Human Protein Atlas (www.proteinatlas.

org/) (D). *P< 0.05.

shorter survival than patients with low K17 protein levels (P <

0.001, Figure 1C).

K17 Protein Was Upregulated in Pancreatic
Cancer Cell Lines
The expression levels of K17 protein in four pancreatic cancer
cell lines (CFPAC-1, MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1 and SW990) and
one normal pancreatic cell line (HPDE6-C7) were determined
by western blot analysis. The results showed that K17 protein
expression was significantly increased in pancreatic cancer
cell lines compared with that of HPDE6-C7 cells (P < 0.01,
Figure 3A). Then, SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells were infected
with LV-K17 RNAi and LV-NC at an MOI of 20, and then
were selected by puromycin treatment to establish stable K17

konckdown cell lines (Figure 3B). HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells
were infected with LV-K17 ov and LV-con at an MOI of 30,
and then were selected by puromycin treatment to establish
stable K17 overexpressing cell lines (Figure 3B). As shown in
Figure 3C, K17 protein expression in SW1990 and CFPAC-1
cells infected with LV-K17 RNAi was significantly decreased.
Compared with the LV-con group, K17 protein expression in
HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells infected with LV-K17 ov was
significantly increased (Figure 3C).

K17 Repressed Pancreatic Cancer Cell
Growth in vitro and in vivo
To determine the effect of K17 on pancreatic cancer cell
proliferation, CCK-8 and colony formation assays were
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FIGURE 2 | K17 protein expression was associated with poor clinical outcome in pancreatic cancer patients. (A) Representative immunohistochemical staining of

K17 in pancreatic cancer tissues and adjacent normal tissues; × 100, scale bar = 100µm; × 200, scale bar = 50µm. (B) Comparison of total scores of K17 protein

in pancreatic cancer tissues and their matched adjacent normal pancreatic tissues (n = 51 pairs). (C) The overall survival rate of patients with pancreatic cancer was

evaluated based on K17 expression and determined using Kaplan-Meier analysis (n = 94).

TABLE 2 | Cox proportional hazard models for prognostic factors.

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age (> 60 vs. ≤60) 1.247 (0.756–2.057) 0.388

Gender (female vs. male) 1.282 (0.761–2.159) 0.351

Tumor size (≥4 vs. <4) 0.729 (0.430–1.235) 0.240

Pathological grading (III + IV vs. I + II) 2.494 (1.384–4.495) 0.002** 2.441 (1.372–4.343) 0.002**

TNM stage (IIB–IV vs. I–IIA) 0.642 (0.121–3.411) 0.603

Tumor stage (T3 + T4 vs. T1 + T2) 1.092 (0.578–2.063) 0.787

Lymph node metastasis (positive vs.

negative)

3.520 (0.648–19.130) 0.145 2.222 (1.340–3.685) 0.002**

Distant metastasis (M1 vs. M0) - -

K17 expression (high vs. low) 2.766 (1.576–4.855) 0.000** 2.650 (1.534–4.577) 0.000*

*Statistically significant (P < 0.05);

**Statistically significant (P < 0.01).
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FIGURE 3 | K17 protein was upregulated in pancreatic cancer cell lines. (A) The expression levels of K17 protein in four pancreatic cancer cell lines (CFPAC-1, MIA

PaCa-2, PANC-1, and SW990) and one normal pancreatic cell line (HPDE6-C7) were determined by western blot analysis. (B) SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells were

infected with LV-K17 RNAi and LV-NC at an MOI of 20, and then were selected by puromycin treatment to establish stable K17 konckdown cell lines. HPDE6-C7 and

PANC-1 cells were infected with LV-K17 ov and LV-con at an MOI of 30, and then were selected by puromycin treatment to establish stable K17 overexpressing cell

lines. × 100, Scale Bar = 100µm. (C) Western blot analysis was used to determine K17 protein expression in SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells infected with LV-K17 RNAi

and in HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells infected with LV-K17. *P < 0.05, and **P < 0.01.

performed. As shown in Figure 4A, K17 inhibition significantly
elevated cell proliferation ability, while K17 upregulation
significantly repressed cell proliferation ability. A similar trend
was observed in colony formation assays (Figure 4B). To
confirm the role of K17 in vivo, xenograft tumor models were
used. Our results showed that K17 inhibition significantly
increased tumor growth, producing larger tumor volumes than
what was observed in the LV-NC group (Figure 4C). In addition,
more Ki67-positive cells were found in the LV-K17 RNAi group
than in the LV-NC group (Figure 4D).

K17 Induced Cell Cycle Arrest and Cell
Apoptosis in Pancreatic Cancer Cells
in vitro
As shown in Figure 5A, knocking down K17 in SW1990 and
CFPAC-1 cells increased the number of cells in G1 and G2
phase and decreased the number of cells in S phase; however,
K17 upregulation in HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells decreased the
number of cells in G1 and G2 phase and increased the number of
cells in S phase. In addition, we explored the role of K17 in the
apoptosis of SW1990, CFPAC-1, HPDE6-C7, and PANC-1 cells.
Our results showed that downregulating K17 in SW1990 and
CFPAC-1 cells resulted in a significant decrease in apoptotic cell
death, while K17 overexpression in HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells

caused an increase in apoptotic cell death (Figure 5B). Because
an inhibition of proliferation was observed in HPDE6-C7 and
PANC-1 cells after K17 upregulation, the associated cell cycle
regulators and apoptosis markers were analyzed by western blot.
As shown in Figure 5C, increased CyclinD1 was observed in LV-
K17 RNAi infected SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells, while decreased
CyclinD1 was observed in LV-K17 ov infected HPDE6-C7 and
PANC-1 cells. In addition, overexpression of K17 significantly
induced the expression of cleaved Caspase3, while there was
no difference between LV-K17 RNAi infected SW1990 cells and
LV-NC infected SW1990 cells (Figure 5C).

K17 Inhibited Cell Migration and Invasion
in Pancreatic Cancer Cells in vitro
To determine whether K17 regulated pancreatic cancer cell
migration and invasion, wound healing and Transwell invasion
experiments were performed. As shown in Figure 6A, the
migration distance of SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells in the LV-
K17 RNAi group was significantly larger than that of the LV-
NC group, while migration distance of HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1
cells in the LV-K17 ov group was significantly lower than that of
the LV-con group. Furthermore, the results from the Transwell
invasion experiment demonstrated that the number of invasive
SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells in the LV-K17 RNAi group was
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FIGURE 4 | K17 inhibited pancreatic cancer cell growth in vitro and in vivo. (A,B) The proliferation ability of stable K17 silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and

stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells was determined by CCK-8 assays (A) and colony formation assays (B). (C) K17 inhibition significantly elevated

tumor growth yielding larger tumor volumes than those of the LV-NC group. (D) Ki67 IHC analysis of tumors from nude mice. × 200 Scale Bar = 50µm. *P < 0.05,

and **P < 0.01.

significantly greater than the number in the LV-NC group, while
the number of invasive HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells in the LV-
K17 ov group was significantly less than those in the LV-con
group (Figure 6B).

K17 Inhibited the Epithelial-Mesenchymal
Transition (EMT) in Pancreatic Cancer Cells
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) plays an important
role in in situ infiltration and distant metastasis of many types of
cancer, including pancreatic cancer (21). To further investigate
the molecular mechanismmediating the aggressive effects of K17
on pancreatic cancer cells, we determined whether K17 regulated
EMT in pancreatic cancer cells. As shown in Figure 7A, knocking

down K17 significantly repressed the expression levels of E-
cadherin mRNA, and induced the expression levels of Vimentin
mRNA. However, K17 upregulation significantly increased the
expression levels of E-cadherin mRNA, and decreased the
expression levels of Vimentin mRNA (Figure 7A). A similar
trend was observed in immunofluorescence assays (Figure 7B).

DISCUSSION

The present study showed that K17 was significantly upregulated
in pancreatic cancer, and elevated K17 expression was an
independent adverse prognostic factor for the overall survival of
patients with pancreatic cancer. In addition, we initially found
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FIGURE 5 | K17 induced cell cycle arrest and cell apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells in vitro. (A) Cell cycle distribution was analyzed by flow cytometry in stable K17

silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. (B) Flow cytometry was used to determine the percentage of

apoptotic cells in stable K17-silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and in stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. (C) Western blot analysis was

performed to determine the expression of CyclinD1 and cleaved Caspase3 protein in stable K17-silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and in stable K17 upregulated

HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. *P < 0.05, and **P< 0.01.

that K17 knockdown induced pancreatic cancer cell proliferation,
migration, invasion and EMT, and K17 overexpression inhibited
pancreatic cancer cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and
EMT. Thus, K17 functions as a potential tumor suppressor, even
though it is upregulated in pancreatic cancer.

Upregulated K17 has been reported in many human cancers,
including oral cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, basal cell
carcinoma and cervical cancer, as well as in pancreatic cancer
(8–14). In addition, Roa-Peña et al. demonstrated that increased
K17 protein expression is associated with decreased survival of
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FIGURE 6 | K17 inhibited cell migration and invasion in pancreatic cancer cells in vitro. (A) A wound healing assay was used to determine the cell migration ability of

stable K17-silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and of stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. (B) Cell invasion of stable K17-silenced SW1990 and

CFPAC-1 cells and stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells was tested with a Transwell assay. *P < 0.05, and **P < 0.01.

patients with PDAC (14). In this study, we analyzed K17 gene
expression in two published databases (a GEO cDNAmicroarray
database and a GEPIA database). Our results showed that
K17 gene expression was significantly upregulated in pancreatic
cancer (Figures 1A,B). Furthermore, the results from the GEPIA
database and from Human Protein Atlas analyses indicated
that upregulated K17 mRNA levels were associated with a poor
prognosis in pancreatic cancer (Figures 1C,D). IHC analysis
showed that K17 protein levels were increased in pancreatic
cancer tissues compared with that in their matched adjacent
normal pancreatic tissues (Figures 2A,B), and upregulated K17
protein levels were significantly correlated with pathological
grade and shorter overall survival (Figure 2C and Table 1).
Thus, K17 may be a useful prognostic factor for patients with
pancreatic cancer.

Previous studies have revealed that K17 promotes tumor
progression in numerous cancer types, including gastric cancer,
non-small cell lung cancer, oral squamous cell carcinomas and
Ewing sarcoma (8, 9, 22–25). For example, K17 induced tumor
growth and invasion in gastric cancer (22). In oral cancer,

K17 induced cell proliferation and migration by stimulating
the Akt/mTOR pathway and promoting glucose uptake (8).
In addition, K17 was involved in GLI-mediated oncogenic
transformation and cellular adhesion in Ewing sarcoma (25).
In non-small cell lung cancer, K17 promoted cell proliferation,
invasion and EMT (9). Thus, these findings imply that K17 has
an oncogenic role in tumor progression. Based on recent reports
and our above results, we hypothesize that K17 functions as
an oncogene in pancreatic cancer. In contrast, our functional
studies first showed that K17 knockdown induced pancreatic
cancer cell proliferation and colony formation (Figures 4A,B).
However, K17 upregulation inhibited pancreatic cancer cell
proliferation and colony formation (Figures 4A,B). Next, to
determine whether the suppression of cell proliferation was due
to the inhibition of the cell cycle or the increased apoptosis
by K17, cell cycle and apoptosis assays were performed in
vitro (Figure 5). Our results showed that knocking down K17
accelerated the cell cycle and decreased cell apoptosis, while
K17 overexpression caused cell cycle arrest and cell apoptosis
(Figure 5). Meanwhile, we also found that knocking down
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FIGURE 7 | K17 inhibited the EMT in pancreatic cancer cells. (A) qRT-PCR analysis of E-cadherin and Vimentin mRNA expression in stable K17-silenced SW1990

and CFPAC-1 cells and in stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. (B) Immunofluorescence staining of E-cadherin and Vimentin protein expression in

stable K17-silenced SW1990 and CFPAC-1 cells and in stable K17 upregulated HPDE6-C7 and PANC-1 cells. **P < 0.01.
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FIGURE 8 | Schematic model of K17-regulated pancreatic cancer progression. K17 up-regulation inhibits the proliferation and EMT of pancreatic cancer cells, while

K17 down-regulation promotes the proliferation and EMT of pancreatic cancer cells.

K17 induced pancreatic cancer cell migration and invasion,
while overexpressing K17 repressed cell migration and invasion
(Figure 6). EMT, a well-characterized embryological process, is
one of the mechanisms by which cancer cells acquire metastatic
potential through gaining enhanced mobility and invasiveness
(26, 27). Our results showed that K17 knockdown induced
EMT through reducing E-cadherin expression and increasing
Vimentin expression (Figure 7). However, K17 upregulation
repressed EMT through increasing E-cadherin expression and
decreasing Vimentin expression (Figure 7). Thus, the anti-
migration and invasion function of K17 may be mediated by
suppressing EMT. These results suggested that elevated K17 may
play a tumor suppressor function in pancreatic cancer.

It has been reported that several tumor suppressors are
overexpressed in cancer (28, 29). For example, p16lnk4a was
upregulated in many human tumors and functioned as a tumor
suppressor (28). Accumulating evidence shows that oncogene-
induced senescence can occur in response to oncogenic insults
and is considered an important tumor suppressor mechanism
(30). Interestingly, p16lnk4a-mediated senescent-like arrest was
reported in response to oncogenic Ras mediated stimulation in
normal primary cells (31). In addition, p16lnk4a was upregulated
in human naevi, and elevated p16lnk4a was involved in
senescence-associated growth arrest, protecting the cell from
malignant transformation (32, 33). This pattern of p16Ink4a

overexpression suggests that p16Ink4a inhibition is the main step
in bypassing senescence. Montes et al. (33) found that p16 lnk4a

was mutated or homozygously deleted in ∼40% of melanoma
cases. However, we found that K17 was upregulated in pancreatic
cancer when compared with matched adjacent normal pancreatic
tissues. Thus, our results suggest that other mechanisms are
needed to induce K17 upregulation in pancreatic cancer. A recent
study showed that oncogene was also downregulated in cancer
(34). Ma et al. (34) found that carbonic anhydrase-related protein
VIII (CA8) was downregulated in renal cell carcinoma and
that CA8 upregulation induced cell proliferation and migration.
Thus, we speculate that the low expression or loss of activity
of oncogenes such as CA8 is one of the reasons for the high
expression of tumor suppressor genes such as K17, GATA4
and p16lnk4a.

In conclusion, our study showed that K17 was upregulated
in pancreatic cancer, and upregulated K17 was associated with a
poorer outcome in patients with pancreatic cancer. In addition,
we initially found that K17 inhibited pancreatic cancer cell
proliferation, migration, invasion and EMT, although it was
upregulated in pancreatic cancer (Figure 8).
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